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United StawtesG AOI General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 2"548

Information Management and
Technology Division

B-238018

February 14, 1990

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman. Subcommittee on Projection Forces

and Regional Defense
Corrmittee on Armed Services
L nited States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your office requested that we (1) describe reseawch efforts underway by
the Department of Defense's AdvAnced Research Projects Agency

, o, ', •• •r (nRPA) on innovative submarinc: technologies. (2) assess plans for tran-
sitionmg the research to the Navy for further development and imple-

- I 'mentation on submarines, and (3) determine whether the Navy is
p,• nning flexibility into the SSN-21 svxio attack submarine and its
combat system to incorporate these technologies.

1W .A serves as the central research organization for the Departmem of
y. --- Defense, performing various res"_rch projects designed to address many

hardw-are, software, and technological issues facing the -ilrtary today.
s;, .Congress established the Advanced Submarine Technology Program

...(. ) in December 1987, to be executed by the Secretary of Defense
through the Director of I•mPA. The program was set up in light of t..

Dist A. declining United States advantage in submarine te-hnology. Congress
directed that the AsTP program should explore inno-ative state-f-the-
art t',chnologies arid establish a submarine technology base. The

..... _,._ Congress has appropriated $303 million for AsTP for fiscal years 1988
through 1990. As of December 1989, umPA had obligated $194 million
and expended an estimated $117 imillion.'

Results in Brief Under the As-rP program, D"PA is conoacting technology research that
could significantly improve submarine performance and increase the
U.S. technological edge. However, the Navy has not developed a strategy
for effectively transitioning As.Cp research. Further, the Navy is not can-
sidering the A.'P research in designing the sEAFx submarine and is not
planning the submarine design with features that will facilitate later
implementation of technologies. Although a great deal of the technology
research remains to be performed, the Navy could begin planning now to
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realize the gains from the As'rP technolog* research. Development o
transition plans and procedures could help ensure the technologies are
adequately considered for further development or incorporation as sub-
marines currently being built and designed. including the SE~vxxy.

Background Congress initiated the %.Tp program Icause of the signifcaxmi progres
the Soviet Union has ma, .- in submarine development and the shriking
advantu ge of the United States in submarine technology. The Congress
directed iiteA to research submarine technology because it was aim
concerned that "the Navy has discontinuea most of its work in adrwied
submarine hull. mechanical, and electrical (HM&E) technologies_,-:- and
that "efferus by the Navy to develop submarine technoloKv may not So
far enough in terms of &.?, threat posed by Soviet naval forces." Wistri-
cally, US. submarine quieting techniques and detection capabflzy at
enemy targets has allowed long detection range advamames that cmtib-
uted directly w increased US. subm. rine survivability. AccorthMg "
Navy and EnRPA officials, the Navy may not ha" . &--phaskd rresear
in specific submarine technologies b-caiise the US. had enjoyed Iog
detection range advantages over Sovie. submarines. However. accordig
to inRPA, recent signific-ant advances in Soviet submarine quieting ýd
detection methods have lowered and will continue to lower the UL'.
detection advantage.

In addition ti [MRPA'S research under AsP,, the Department of the Navy
"also conducts research on submarine technologies. Within the Offie at
the Chief of Naval Research, the Office or Naval Technology and the
Office of Naval Research have research respo.b jblitks that compiement
some of the work being performed by [urPA under the ASTP program. as
well as include other types of research such as weapons and sensor
improvements. The two offices also act as agents for many of the .sTs
projects. In addition, the Navy's Advanced Submaz me Research and
Development Office works with other Navy office% and omPwA to pride
coordination, integration, and focus for advanced subfaAine research
and development programs and submarine-related technology.

To facilitate Navy involvement in the sbrp research, the Congress estab-
lished an As-TP Advisory Board in 1987. The board cons of Navy offi-
eials representing 1)0 research and development activities within the
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Office of the Director of Research and p)evelopment Req--irments, TC5
and Evaluation, the Office of the Chief -,f Naval Research, ad the Dasi
Taylor Naval Ship Research and D--vt Ya-ment Center, (2) the attak 9-

marine division of the office of the '.wsistant Chief of Naval Operaiow
for Undersea Warfare, and (3) the Advanced Submaarine Research and
Development Office, as weil as ASr? official& The Board meets qurte
to provide general program advice and to facdlitate discmssim between
Navy and [ARPA offricials on the status and the Navy's use of •srP tech-
nology research. At its meetings, Board members discms surh topics as
the status of individual projects. research successes, the relafmknsp o
As!? research to Navy plans and rese-.rch ar•d development activies,
and review and comment on AS!P documents such as the ASm? Long-
Range Plan.

AST Submarine In carrying out the congressional intent of ASTP, utPA is exporing new

technologies as well as establishing technical centers and prgrwam to
Technology Research build a knowledge bas' in specdfic areas where prior research is laddim

Many of these technologies involve long-term research and c only be
impl-mented in a new suinnarine design. According to Asrp officials
responsible for directing the research, oder technologies c=aM be avai-
able in the near-term and could be considered for use on existig -

marines or those currep'Jy being built or desngd. The objecives ai the
ASTP program are to

"* identify and develop promising and revolutionary technologies that ca
provide new and innovative design options for future USý. lsmrimes

"• mobilize and focus the industrial, academic, and sovernmuet e•seach
and development base to significantly improve future uabn• e per-
formance; and

"• demonstrate significant technologies and systems by rapid pjwwryping.

To perform the technology research, mo has awarded cntracts to
over 180 organizations and has organized Am into five major proi Am
areas, each managed by a separate program manager. (1) pltMfti sys-
tems, (2) hydrodynam.ics, (3) materials, (4) mechanical and ehetrical
and (5) structural acoustics.

Platform Systems Because of reduced US. submarine capability to detect enemy targs
and the shorter amount of tiri- available to respond to a threa, coi-
manders must have more direct control of a submarine and kmowle4P
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of the operating environment. Platforrm system research ixmives tech-
nologies designed to take the vast amount of raw data avalzlae om a
submarine and turn it into information a cwommander neds Porg!wi

more quickly and accurately to threats. According to Dan%. atmzwtim
techniques must be applied uniformly throughout the subuine pt-
form, as a tota system, to handle the large amount of inforaionz Se-
erated during operations. The platform systens researchis , I I

in two maint". ores of technology: (1) electro-optical syens n (2)
a submarine operatkinal automation system.

The development and application of advanced elecUro-opcIc systems
could eliminate the need for rigid hull penetrating Optical PRUMPES to
make visual observations of the environnmtn Advancemntzs kt usag
processing, fiber optic links, and compact visual and inifared snows
are among the technologies being explored- One project that is bemg con
sidered for transition to the Navy is a non-h~af penetrafing p u
The benefits associated with this new periscop include ,Pmcz-ed
stealth and surveillance capabilities and greater flexibilfity i salnr
design. since the command center cotld be located in seen are ( dw
submarine.

T'.ie submarine operational automation system is a long-termi project
that addresses the total automation of the stbmnarine, incuftg amci-
mating life support systems, submarine weapons and self-ddefee,
sor data processing. and comrmand-level functions. This p~ will
investigate automating manuu! functions using advance in ciputw
hardware and software that could significantly enhance submarine per-
formanice. The system will use a computerized command cete to ass
the commander in performing the complex tasks and sitzmawsei oa
tened in combat environments. Automating these functions is intende
to provide the commander with real-time informatiwi am the status of
the submarine and weapon systems, the location of enemy submarbss,
and ship maneuverirg.

Hydrodlynamics Hydrodynamics influence a submarine's stealth tactical speed. mama-
verability, ship control, and propulsion. This program are is intended
to provide the design capability to enable the submarine to nuv
more effectively in the orm-an.

A Hydrodynamics/Hyctroacoustics; Technology Center is being devet-
oped to enable the Navy to quickly assess new design options ad the
impact modifications will have on current ship designs. For example.
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some research is focused on improving the ability to model the effects at
water flow through the submarine propeller and ways to reduce the
associated noise and improve efficiency. Another Center project is the
analysis of vortex systems generated by the interaction of the sub-
marine xith the ocean. As the submarine maneuvers through the ocear.
ca-vities or vacuums are formed by the circular movement of seawater
surrounding the submarine and its appendages (i e., a whirlpool effect)
This vorticitv can ffect mareuverability and the level of noise gener-
ated by the submanne. This project requires the development of reli-
able, automated computer systems to research ways for ksesm&g the
effects of vorticity.

Materials The focus of the matk-ais program area is to develop ways to use com-
posite materials (materals other than steel, such as fiber-reinforced
resin) for the pressure hull of submaries, as well as external and inter-
nal ship structures. Using composite matesials for hulls can reduce a
submarine's weight by 30 to 50 percent, reduce electrmagnetic emis-
sions that can be detected by enemy submauiri, reduce or eminamte
corrosion, and inc-ease submarine design flexibility. In addith,, DJ•WA i I
developiig automated processing and control systvms for sensors that
would be embedded in submarine hulls to monitor the status of the comr-
poeite material. New sensor concepts, sensor re3pome, avid fit ow c .
networks are among the technologies being explored.

Mechanical and Eectrical The mechanical and electrical program area is focused on developing
technologies and system concepts different from the traditional pro-nul-
sion and weapons launch methods used for the past 30 years. This

research seeks to (1) reduce the weight and volume of propuion
machinery, (2) increase fire power by launching more weapous faster
and more quietly, and (3) reduce electromagnetic er-anatioms from the
submarine that could be picked up by enemy submarines. For eximple,
recent breakthroughs in semiconductor technology have made i possi-
ble to consider using solid state electrical components to reduce the
of motors and generators, increase reliability and maintainabiliy, and

include the potential for automation. Another project is addressing the
feasibility of using non-nuclear fuel cells to provide loaig-term silent sub-
merged auxiliary power for submarines.

Structural Acostlgics This program area will focus on both active and structural control. An
active control system is made up of sensors that identify and countera-t
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the submarine's acoustic emission before enemy sonars can detect the
presence of the US. submarir-. Active control is a new area of study far
the US.; previously the US. focused mostly on different methods to con-
trol noise generated by the submarine itself. Structural contrul is
definied as using structural design and materials to control undesirable
noise inside the submarine. In the past, the US. defined this research
area ramrrwly, looking at structural acoustics and attempting to fix a
problem after it was observed. However, the ASTP pregram will develop
design and engineering optons that will provide freedom in the design
and construction of submarines. Because of the lack 'f a vwe estab-
lished technical foundation in structural acousics, much of the pro-
gram's work lies in gaining a fundamental understanding of structural
control and how major structural systems must be incorporated early
the design phase. Structural systems need to be a part of the initial
design because they are difficult to insert into existing units

Transitioping of The key to achieving: access with the As- technology researih is trai-
sitioning it to the Navy for development and implementaton In its

DARPA Technology report on the 1989 Defense Appropriations Bill, the House Appropria-
Research to the Navy tions Committee stated that ...the ultimate success of this effort will

depend to a large extent on the Navy acceptance through trultiom to
Navy progranms." Further, the development of a transition strategy is a
way to minimize the risk that valuable technology research my not be
carried forward by the ':avy, and avoid the loss of potentially signifi-
cant technological submarine improvenwmts.

The Navy has given its Advanced Submarine Research and Deveionmen
Office responsibility for managing the transition of AsrP tedwology
,-esearch to the Navy, and intends to report to Congress on trmsitkiod
Asap projects. Yet, the Navy has not established criteria for deterning
how end when research projects should be considered for trmsition, nor
bas it established plans and procedures for monitoring and managing
the transition of AStP technology. According to zmW's ASrP tamg-Range
Plan, key st.:ps in transationing of the technology research should
includht ( I) developing a convincing analysis or demonstration of the
note.,tial benefits, (2) providing evidence of an appropriate level of
technological maturity and practicability, and (3) developing a- ade-
kuate long-range budget plan.
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A transition stratfg is needed because [k"A's objective under Asm is to
research innovative state-of-the-art and revolutionary technologies and
concepts, ra.Lh-i tin. develop final products, thus at some point the
,Navy needs to decide whether to take over the technology research fcr
deveiopment and implementation aboa.rd submarines. Further, withto"
adequate tra-'ition criteria, plans, and procedures, valuable techoog
research nmay not be continued since the Navy's top priority for subma-
rine research is to fund those projects that offer improvements in the
-tear-term, and that reduce the cost of the submarine. Because of this
•.wach. there is no asrance that long-term Asr- research projects,
which could result ir significant technological improvements, will
receive adequate consideration for transition to the Navy.

Planning for Part of the suce of the AsTP program in transitioning technoogies to
the Navy also lies in implementing applicable technologies aboard

Implementation of existing submaries and those being built or designecL Defense Acquin-

Applicable um Cirdar 7&-U and Navy resea-ch, dewke met and acquisition
Technologies n e ur which address axquisition gement and system deg

principle,, recommend using a pre-planned product improvement pro-
SEAWOI F Submarine gram to provide flexibility in the system's design to accommodate future

technologies. This program considers, among other thing, how the sub-
marine's structure, space, and power could be configured to allow future
retrofitting of technological improvements with a minimum of
disrption

Using this technique and adequate planning and analysis are critical
given the estimated 50-year life of th# ýsFW'm submarine class, increas-
ing Soviet r'bmarine caabilites, and nARA's and the Navy's ongoing
research. Ho.• ever, the Navy has not developed a pre-planned product
improvement program. Further, according to officials in the s
program office and the attack submarine division of the office of the
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Undersea Warfare, specific Asre
te..hnologies are not being considered in designing the SEMOW subma-
rine. The s LFMY submarine is currifly being designed and the lead
ship is planned to be delivered in May 1995. The officials stated that the
nAmy already has many capability improvements over previous
classb of submarine-. Nevertheless, according to AmSr officials, some
technologies could be available in the near-term and could be considered
fow use on submarines currently bmhin designed or built. However, the
Na',y has not analyzed these technologies 1,o determine the benefits as
well as the costs and design implications of incorporating them into the
s•.uW's design.
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Conclusions and With the $303 million a.p:.pnated for the ,-rp program. DARPA is per-
forming submarine tecr.nology research that offers the ,mtential for sig-

Recommendations nificant advances to improve U-S. sob:r.arine capabilitie& Opportunities
exist. however, to realize the potential gain frem Asr? technology
research by transitioning these technologies to the Na,-y for further
development and implementation on submarines. However. no criteria,
plans, or procedures have been developed for transitiorung .-sr'e technol-
ogies, Dev-lopment of such criteria, plans, and procedures could help
ensure that technologies are adequately considered by the Navy for
transition so that tne knowledge gained from the research is not lost.

Further, by considering ASTP r'search in the sx.F design and includ-
ing features to aliow for later incorporation of technologies, the Navy
could maximize the submarine's capabilities. Factors such as the poten-
tial significance of the technology improvement, its impact on the design
."id W.,& ,.Abir-ariiie compoinents, anu L'e ,e-Asibiiity of the technology
should be considered and evaluated to determine the overall cost-effec-
tiveness of including these features and the design flexibility. Although
all research on the technologies is not complete, consideration of infor-
mation on ASTP technologies that is available t'oitld ensure that sumuu
c-apabilities can be expanded to bolster US. submarine advantage.

Until the Navy devrlops a transition srategy and evaluates the As-rP
technology research for inclusion in the sEmoty design, the Congress
cannot be assured that knowledge gained from conducting $303 million
in [•ARPA research is fully considered for transition to the Navy for devel-
opment and implementation on submarines. Accordingly, we recommend
that the Secretary of Defense direct the Secretary of the Navy to

"* develop criteria, plans, and procedures to ensure that A,,rn technologies
are adequately considered for transition to the Navy. and those most
promising transferred, and

"* analyze the As-r technologies being researclhed to determine which ones
could be cost-effectively provided for in the SEAWADLF design to facili-
tate their later incorporation.

Appendix I describes our assignment objectives, scope, and methodol-
ogy. While we did not oblaii, official ag-.".%" ztmments on a draft of this
report. we discussed the contents of this report with DARPA and Navy
officials, and incorporated their views where applicable. AsrP and Navy
officials generally agreed with the issues we raised, and said they would
focus attention on developing transition criteria, plans, and proc-?dures.



With regard to providing flexioiiity in the sTiAwe design to accornodaxe
.As-rP technologies when they art devetoped, the officials felt that includ-
ing such flexibility would have to be based on a risk a3sessment of the
feasibiLity of t.e tec.hnulogy and the ut.:,act on ihe desigL Our work,
conducted between April and DecemLwr 198W,, was performed in accord-
ance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

As arranged with your office. unless you publicly announce the tbxmtenLs
of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution of it until 30 days
from the date of this letter. At that time, we will send copies of this
report to the Chairmen, Senate and House Committees on Appropria-
tions; Chairmen. Senate and House Armed Services Committees; and the
Director. Office of Managemert and Budget We will also send -opies to
other interested parties and rnake copies available upon request-

This report was prepared under the direction of Szamuel W. Bowlin.
Director for Defense and Security information Systems. Other major
contributors are listeJ in appendix II.

Sincerely yours.

Ralph V. Carlone
Assistant Comptroller General



Appendzx I

Objedives, Scope, and Methodology

In response to a request from the Chairman. .tubcomrruttee on Pro•ection
Forces and Regional Defense, Senate Armed Serices Committee. and in
subsequent discussions with the Chairmzn's office, %L agreed to iden-
tify research efforts underway by ,tRPA on innovative submarine tech-
nologies and to assess plans for transitionixtg the research to the Navy
for farther development and irp!ementation on submarines. We also
agreed to determine whether the Navy is plarnnng f~exibility into the
SEAvjIY and its combat system to incorporate these technologies. We
performed our work primarily at nARPA in Rosslyn. Virginia, the Naval
Sea Systems Comma.d's Advanced Submarine Research and Develop-
ment Office in Arlington. Virginia; and the Office of th- Chief -f Naval
Research in Arlington. Virginia

We interviewed numerous akiR.°. Nav,-. and ,on'ra-.tor officials who
conduct and manage the research being perforned en advanced sub-
marine technolo-ges and who are responsible for transitioning the tech-
nologies to the Navy. We also analyzed relevant A.srP documents,
including the .A.-,- LAng-Range Plan, program review briefln4s, and
Na',y and Defense policies and regulations. We interviewed other raull-

tary department. defense agency, and noRmA officials knowledgeable
about .sP tec-hrnologles and submarine capabilities.

To obtain background information on the .,S,-P program, we analyzed
relevant public laws and congressiona l reports. For information abouat
ongoing AS•-P research. we intermiewed the A.sTP Program Manager and
Deputy Program Manager, and the five program area managers.

We discussed analyses oa AS,,TP tec.hnologies fr,r implementation on sub-
marines currently being built and dcsigned with Navy sEAwu offi'ials,
'iw%. officials. and shipyard officials. We discussed the use of pre-

planned product improvement tchniques with the above official6. an
well as officials in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

While we did not obtain official agency comments on a draft of thiL;
report. we discussed, t!,: contents of this report with .. rP and Na%) offi-
cials, and have included their comments where approplate We per-
formed our work between Apnl 198, and Decemher 1989. in accordance
with generally a3cepted government aiditing standards.



Appendix 11

Major Contributors to This Report

Information Michael Blair. \s-sLant Director

Andrew Patchan, Evaluator-in4"lar,.

Management and Dian, Olmrnýtvad. LEaduatr

Technology Division, S, ONy 0bthi. EV:,ut,,r

Washington, D.C.
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